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Authentic Andalusia ready
to come back with a bang
Holy Week celebrations are about to wake
the region from its slumbers, and there is
no better base from which to explore it than
Almohalla 51 in Archidona, says Jean West

H

igh above the white
hilltop town of
Archidona, the
Virgin Mary was in
lockdown. It was late
August 2021 and the
mother of Our Lord,
whose statue has for centuries been
paraded through this ancient Andalusian

town, was nowhere to be seen. But
with Covid relenting the Virgin is due
a comeback tour during its Semana
Santa, or Holy Week, celebrations this
month. Through streets established
by Phoenicians and Moors, Christians
and Jews, Easter will once again be
a joyous riot of flamenco stamping,
rabid guitar and tapas.
Festivals such as this are a flip-side
attraction for Ken Barnsley and Jo
Greenhalgh, hoteliers from Manchester
who hit the roads less travelled to
southern Spain mid-pandemic,
gambling life savings on a quirky
boutique hotel as the world quarantined
and Brexit threatened their dreams.
From outside their whitewashed
Almohalla 51 hotel looks like a discreet
dwelling. But when they first stepped
inside its wonky dimensions, treebeamed ceilings, tiled floors and
terracotta rooftops had them swooning.
I too get a welcoming buzz crossing
the threshold. The decor is simple yet
eye-catching, with chaises longues,
inviting armchairs and polished
chandeliers affecting a modest opulence.
The rooms are themed — Moroccan,
Spanish, Persian; a nod to the region’s
interculturalism. With its thick walls,
long dining table and deep staircases,
Almohalla 51 feels like a baby castle.
A roof patio with a plunge pool, palms
and spiky cacti has views over buildings
that could grace a Franco Zeffirelli set.
Greenhalgh, a retired graphic-design
lecturer, has scoured salvage yards and
antique shops for authentic furnishings.
My room is spacious, with crisp linen
sheets, plump pillows, a reading nook
and washstand. Bathrooms showers are
powerful. A bottle of local fizz greets me.
Breakfasts are no less appealing.
Served on a sunny patio with a fountain,
gentle music and geckos scooting up the
walls, they include homemade muesli
with yoghurt, shakshuka and omelettes,
molletes (local flatbreads), oranges and
rolls — along with a side order of tips
from the owners on what to do that day.
The town has a similar serenity when
not turned on its head for fiestas, and I
wander the streets with my hosts. The
restaurants of the stellar Plaza Ochavada
twinkle in a purple dusk. It’s a hub to
which residents and visitors are drawn
to dine alfresco on dishes including
zamburinas (large clams cooked with a
prawn atop their shell, with olive oil and
garlic), carilladas (braised pork cheeks)
and gazpacho-like soups (but thicker)
made according to traditional recipes
from the nearby Antequera region.
We also drive 80 minutes north to
Cordoba, with its Moorish old town and
cobbled Jewish quarter. The 8th-century
Mezquita (the Great Mosque) retains a
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The indoor pool has a decent-sized area for children to frolick, with toys provided. Below: the exterior of the hotel

A feast of fun for everyone at
this truly family-friendly hotel
Packed full of history and
activities, Peebles Hydro
is great value — not least
because of the breakfast
buffet, says Ashley Davies

R
Main, Plaza Ochavada in Archidona, a town that stands in the
shadow of the Sierra de Gracia, left. Above, a room at Almohalla 51

hypnotic mysticism. At its core is
a Catholic cathedral with iconography,
brasswork and carvings dating from the
16th century, when monarchs returned
the Islamic holy place to Christ. Inside
La Mezquita you experience what
theologians call the numinous — a sense
of holy expansiveness. The marble-andjasper pillars, stained glass and natural
light have a divine quality too.
Closer to the hotel, Antequera offers
an authentic glimpse of a culture that
dawned during the Bronze Age, its
burial mounds, Roman baths, Christian
spires and Islamic towers dripping with
tales and legends.

Rosslyn
Chapel, near
Edinburgh
Medieval but firmly on
the world map because of
The Da Vinci Code. Teems
with tours in summer, yet
there’s no doubting the
atmos in this temple to
the Templars — all holy,
meaningful stuff. It is
a special place after a
significant restoration and
a working Episcopalian
church. Walks in the glen
can begin here (after the
orange house).

St Conan’s
Kirk, Loch Awe
Among trees beside
Loch Awe, this church
seems to incorporate
every ecclesiastical style.
Although modern (begun
in 1881 and finished in
1930), the result is a
place of ethereal light
and feeling, enhanced
by and befitting the
inherent spirituality of
the setting. There’s a
spooky carved effigy
of Robert the Bruce, a
cosy cloister and the most
amazing flying buttresses.

And then there is curious Iznajar,
another Moorish town, 30 minutes’
drive northeast, where there are splendid
views across a lake that has a beach with
pedalos for hire. The town also has a
labyrinthine castle and reminds me of
a sun-drenched Cornish town or East
Neuk fishing village.
Later we visit Sierra de Gracia, the
steep hill looming over the hotel where
Mother Mary resides in a dramatic
hilltop hermitage. I also enjoy yoga on
the hotel’s roof terrace and take a walk
on the pine-covered hillside, with a
picnic of Greenhalgh’s homemade paella,
as the sun sets and the moon rises.

Italian Chapel,
Lamb Holm,
Orkney
Using the most meagre
materials, Italian PoWs
transformed two Nissen
huts into this ornate
chapel, completing it in
1944. The trompe l’oeil
and wrought-iron work
are a touching affirmation
of faith. At the other end
of the architectural scale,
St Magnus Cathedral in
nearby Kirkwall is a great
edifice, but also imbues
spirituality.

Wine-tasting, kayaking and horse riding
can be arranged, as can workshops in
art, photography and creative writing.
One night we drive to a beach away
from the glare of the Costa del Sol. We
swim with locals in a warm, twinkling
sea and dine on charcoal-baked sardines
at a seafront restaurant. Gastronomic
describes not only the food here, but a
rich and flavoursome appetite for life.
And I for one am looking for seconds.
Jean West was a guest of Almohalla 51
(B&B doubles from £100; almohalla51.
com). Fly to Malaga from Edinburgh or
Glasgow with Jet2, easyJet or Ryanair

Queen’s Cross,
Glasgow
On Garscube Road,
Charles Rennie
Mackintosh’s only
church is fascinating
and unpredictable in
every part of its design.
Some elements are
reminiscent of the
Glasgow School of Art
(built in the same year,
1897); others — such as the
tower — evoke medieval
architecture. Bold and
innovative, it functions as
the Charles Rennie
Mackintosh Society’s HQ.

Durisdeer
Parish Church,
Dumfries and
Galloway
The history of Scotland is
in the stones of this
church. The Queensberry
marbles are displayed in
the north transept and
there’s a cradle roll and a
list of ministers from the
14th century. Covenanter
tales are written on the
gravestones.
Taken from Scotland
the Best by Peter Irvine
(£15.99, HarperCollins)

emember your first
hotel breakfast buffet?
I do, and my children
certainly will, having
had their tiny minds
blown by the choices
on offer at Peebles
Hydro. Rotary toaster? Orange juice in
cute little bottles? Sausages, pastries and
miniature servings of chocolate spread?
Uh, yes please.
It’s just as well this is a genuinely
family-friendly hotel, because the ferals
were demented with excitement by the
variety. “I’m allowed to eat cake for
breakfast,” blurted one of them to our
server between mouthfuls of muffin.
“And I think you’re a very nice
man.” To be fair, he did give them
an impromptu tutorial on folding
fabric napkins into fancy shapes.
A lot of establishments claim
to welcome kids, but the kindness,
patience and playfulness of the staff
here — coupled with all the stuff to
do — helped to allay any concerns
we had about our small companions
getting bored or overly boisterous.
The indoor pool is one of the biggest
draws. Large and airy with high ceilings
and views of the hills, it has a decentsized area for family frolicking, with toys
provided, so anyone who needs a serious
swim can do so in relative peace. There’s
also a Jacuzzi and steam room for adults.
We stayed in a two-bedroom family
suite with views of the vast gardens and
Tweed valley. Big, comfy beds, generous
hot-drinks kit and neutral, countryhouse-style decor make the rooms easy
relaxation zones. But there’s so much to
do beyond the private spaces — you can
play tennis, pitch and putt, do a spot of
archery, drive a mini-Land Rover (our
kids had a fantastic time with this,
thanks largely to the funny, very patient
man supervising it) or visit the chickens
and wander the vast gardens.
While my husband and I caught our
breath and savoured the rare joy of a
weekend sans housework, the children
made friends their age (and found a few
friendly grandparent substitutes too)
and raced around the building exploring.
Every few minutes they’d return, rosy-

cheeked and elated with a breathless
update. “There’s a green table with
shiny balls and two sticks!”; “There’s an
arcade machine!”; “Pleeeeeease can we
go to Finlay’s room?”
Given how much time we spent
larking about in the pool, it’s a wonder
we didn’t grow gills, but sadly we didn’t
have time to book sessions in the fancy
spa or gym. It also would have been
interesting to try out the course at the
1881 Distillery & Gin School.
You could spend hours exploring the
history of this building, which attracted
many a Victorian holidaymaker in its
heyday. If you wander through the
hotel (there are 132 rooms, so this could
take a while) you’ll find old photographs,
including some featuring a few of the
people who have made special
memories here. You’ll also get a feel for
the continuing process of refurbishment
that’s been conducted since it was
bought in 2014 by the Crieff Hydro
Family of Hotels.
Among the smartest areas are the
public zones on the upper ground floor,
reached via an elegant staircase from
the entrance. The main dining area,
for example, is a beautiful, subtly
designed space lit by chandeliers,
and there’s also a smaller room
with a verdant, conservatory vibe
— thanks, in part, to the botanical
wallpaper — where you can get
lighter meals. Children’s menus are
available throughout.
Away from the hotel we visited
nearby Kailzie Gardens, but our visit
was too early in the year to check out
the impressive maze at Traquair House.
A stroll beside the twinkly River Tweed
led us to Franco’s Italian restaurant for
cracking pizzas (from £9) and ice cream
served in what my kids called a
“knockerbocker glory” glass. Close by,
Glentress Forest has 45 miles of
marked mountain-biking trails, and you
can hire bikes at the hotel if you don’t
want the schlepp of bringing your own.
Or you could just chill, as we mostly
did, at the hotel. The most expensive
rooms are obviously those with views
over the valley, but the cheaper ones,
many of which are at the back and face
the cliff, are more reasonably priced
than you might expect, given
everything that’s included. Factor in
what you could enjoy at breakfast —
if your eyes, unlike those of some we
could speak of, aren’t bigger than your
bellies — and that’s a pretty good deal.
Ashley Davies was a guest of Peebles
Hydro, which has B&B doubles from
£105 and family rooms from £145
(peebleshydro.co.uk)

